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  A web edit Re mix of some heavy hits from early in  [image: A web edit Re mix of some heavy hits from early in the bus travel era, set to a Damnation A.D. track.   Pretty stoked on how raw and gnarly some of these clips are. Phil Jones did a lot of bangers under the radar from a lot of the BMX world. Everyone was ripping. - @crandallfbm]
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  This is the opening montage from the FBM DVD relea  [image: This is the opening montage from the FBM DVD released in 2005 titled - Half and Half. This video was a travelogue of sorts and was at a time when a new generation of riders were starting to lead the charge as the original FBM crew began to pass the torch so to speak. Lots of really good riding from some amazing young talent that would go on to become some of the biggest names in BMX.   Little known fact the video title comes from a quote from the movie ‘Heavy Metal Parking Lot’ filming people partying before a Judas Priest concert in Glen Burnie Maryland- @crandallfbm]
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  I think some of the coolest stuff we ever collabor  [image: I think some of the coolest stuff we ever collaborated on was doing jams, and working within the community to bring folks together. It seemed like In those scenarios, the energy and riding all kind of elevated with everyone just getting stoked and gassing each other up.  Beyond the riding, I was always thought it was cool when someone would come to an FBM jam and go home and do one to hype up their own scene and bring riders together.   This one was hosted by @latane_coghill with support from @animalbikes  In Richmond,  really fun times. - @crandallfbm]
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  The bar is closed, a video we filmed like 30 years  [image: The bar is closed, a video we filmed like 30 years ago and named after a Wesley Willis song, this is a random section to a Life of Agony track, if you can guess the names of this packed list of riders in this segment I’ll buy you a sandwich from Shortstop. - @crandallfbm]
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  Some footage of a bunch of maniacs rambling around  [image: Some footage of a bunch of maniacs rambling around the states in marginally functioning/ practical vehicles, getting laughs all along the way. This was seen in the intro of FBM DVD titled Vagabond Ritual, hoping to inspire more BMXers to get out on the road and see what’s out there, even with the most modest resources. - @crandallfbm]
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